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Mike Stromberg, Tyco Fire Protection Products,
US,

explains the advantages of a liquid agent fire suppression
system as part of a holistic approach to fire protection in
mine environments.

M

odern mining operations are increasingly recognising the need
for a holistic approach to fire suppression that goes beyond
standard systems to better safeguard staff, equipment and
vehicles from significant loss. These fire protection systems
integrate with mining equipment for maximum safety and minimal downtime
in one total fire solution.

800 – 850˚F (426 – 454˚C). Cooling
super-heated surfaces below the
flammable liquid flash point is
essential in preventing re-flash,
ensuring safety and minimal
equipment damage.
Wet agent system cooling tests
were conducted on an engine test
stand and cooling rates were
recorded (Figure 1). The test
illustrates the length of time it takes
a dry chemical system, twin agent
system and liquid vehicle system to
cool a metal surface below an 800˚F
(426˚C) ignition temperature for
Class B flammable liquids:
nn Dry chemical system: 425 sec.
nn Twin agent system: 92 sec.
nn Liquid agent system: 63 sec.

Figure 1. Cooling comparison data.
The future of mining safety
merges traditional fire protection
systems with advanced fire
suppression technologies that
employ a wet chemical agent for
optimum performance and ease of
installation.

The future of fire
suppression

Fire suppression solutions for the
mining industry are beginning to
shift towards advanced fire
suppression systems that are easy
to install and rely on specialised
agents. The ANSUL Liquid Vehicle
System (LVS) exemplifies this
technology, providing a single wet
agent that combines fire suppression
and cooling.
When used as a stand-alone
system, the wet chemical agent,
which is a proprietary blend of
organic and inorganic salts
combined with surface‑activated
ingredients, suppresses Class A
(ordinary combustibles) and Class B
(flammable liquid and gas) fires.
When the system is actuated, the
agent flows through a nozzle
network into areas where flammable
liquids can settle to provide both
fire suppression and cooling to
superheated surfaces, while securing
the fuel and cutting off oxygen to
help stop re-flash. To withstand the
harshest conditions, system
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components are built to be
corrosion‑resistant and operate
effectively within a temperature
range of -40 to 140˚F (-40 to 60˚C).
A single agent system can be
combined with a traditional dry
chemical agent system to provide
maximum fire protection. When
installed as a twin-agent fire
suppression system, the dry
chemical and liquid agent are
applied simultaneously. The dry
chemical rapidly suppresses the
flames, while the wet agent cools
the surrounding areas.
Fire suppression systems that
utilise single-agent technology are
flexible to fit all types of mining
vehicles and machinery, including
excavators, haul trucks, loaders,
dozers, tunnel boring machines,
harvesters and transit buses, etc.
The system can be scaled, with
different tank sizes available,
making installation versatile and
further providing easy access for
service. Multiple tank sizes make
the liquid agent system flexible
and able to protect multiple types
of equipment.

The cooling effect

Research recently conducted by
Tyco Fire Protection Products shows
that flammable liquids commonly
found in mining equipment have a
flash point of approximately

The cooling test was conducted
on an engine test stand by
pre‑heating a turbo charger to
approximately 1150 – 1200˚F
(621 – 648˚C). A thermal couple (a
temperature probe that connects to
data acquisition equipment) and
data acquisition equipment were
used to record the temperature.
Once the turbo charger reached the
pre-determined temperature
(1150 – 1200˚F [621 – 648˚C]), diesel
fuel was sprayed on the turbo
charger at 200 psi, igniting the fuel.
After an approximate 15 sec
pre‑burn to allow the fire to reach
maximum fire intensity, the system
is discharged and the cooling rate
was recorded.

Benefits of a liquid agent
system

A wet agent system’s customisable
nature and dual functioning agent are
two elements that are attracting mines
and fire protection companies to this
technology. Allied Fire Protection,
an Arizona‑based fire protection
company, recently worked with one
of its key customers to remove all
original fire suppression equipment
and replace nearly all of it with
single-agent technology on more than
55 pieces of mining equipment.
Allied Fire states several reasons for
this complete overhaul and overall
migration towards wet agent
systems:

nn Quality. Mines are changing
course from opting for the least
expensive fire suppression
systems to choosing
high‑performance systems
that are more reliable and
cost‑effective to maintain.
nn Greater visibility. Like dry
chemical fire suppression systems,
liquid agent systems are safe for
people and the environment. Wet
agent systems offer the added
benefits of higher visibility after
discharge, as the liquid nature of
the agent reduces the amount of
particles that can linger in the air.
nn Operations in extreme
environments. Underground
mining can take place a mile
or more underneath the earth’s
surface, causing climates to
change rapidly and reach high
temperatures. The shaft needs to
be monitored to support mining
vehicles and equipment that often
run hot. Fire suppression systems
that provide cooling in a wet
agent are better able to protect the
engine area, hydraulics, pumps
and batteries, etc.
nn Serviceable design. The
simplicity and targeted nozzle
system of a liquid agent fire
suppression system makes
it easy to access and service,
while reducing downtime that
may result when a fire breaks
out. Tanks can be recharged
quickly with reduced equipment
dismantling required to restore
the system, an important factor
to consider. The cost of downtime
can be substantial when taking
into account not only repairs to
damaged machinery, but also the
cost of the resource being mined
and lost production time.
Liquid agent systems address
complex and specialised fire-related
challenges for mining vehicles in
harsh environments. By equipping
these vehicles with integrated fire
suppression systems, including a wet
agent system, mining operators can
minimise expensive repairs and keep
insurance costs down, while helping
to safeguard against life-threatening
injuries.

Complete fire systems
integration

In addition to a liquid agent system,
total fire protection for mining
equipment includes:
nn Early detection and intuitive
actuation.
nn Non-conductive agents for
specialised equipment.
nn Portable extinguishers for spot
hazards.
nn Dry chemical systems.

Non-conductive agents
protect specialised
equipment

When designing a fire suppression
system, it is important to be aware of
machinery that requires specialised
protection. Certain vital pieces of
mining equipment, such as electric

Early detection and intuitive
actuation
A holistic approach to fire
suppression for surface and
underground mines begins with early
and swift fire detection and actuation,
even if the vehicle undergoes power
failure. Detection and actuation
systems can withstand the most
rigorous mining environments,
including extreme temperatures and
climates, vibration and debris. The
activation of these systems occurs
when the control module receives an
input signal on the detection circuit.
After the detection stage is initiated, a
series of programmable actions
begins, which can include pre-set time
delays, operating notification devices,
equipment shut down and ultimately
actuating the suppression system.

Figure 2. As part of a cooling test of
three types of fire suppression agents,
the engine test stand is engulfed in
flames after diesel fuel is sprayed onto
the hot turbo charger. The pre-burn lasts
for 15 sec.

Figure 3. The turbo charger at the instant of liquid agent discharge during a cooling
test.
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Allied Fire Protection, Arizona, US

Allied Fire Protection, a fire protection company based in Mesa, Arizona,
understands the importance of having comprehensive, efficient and effective
fire suppression technologies firsthand. The opencast mines that the company
serves must run continuously through Arizona’s dry heat and minimal
breeze, causing increased risk of fires. Allied Fire addresses these challenges
for mining operations across Arizona, New Mexico and California, with fire
suppression technologies and systems from Tyco Fire Protection Products.
The customers that Allied Fire Protection serves are seeing the benefits of
using Tyco’s Ansul brand products, ranging from the Checkfire actuation and
detection system and the Inergen and Sapphire clean agent system, to the
A-101 dry chemical system and Redline hand portable and wheeled fire
extinguishers.
Jim Schueller, vice president of Allied Fire Protection, believes these
products are top-of-the-line and is experiencing the movement from
traditional fire suppression systems to wet agent systems. Large mining
operations are upgrading fire suppression equipment at an increased rate,
primarily for the added safety and improved features. He has seen sales of the
Ansul Liquid Vehicle System (LVS), a new single-agent fire suppression
system, rise steadily over the past several months: “Many of my customers are
turning to installation of the LVS because of the ease of installation and
accessibility if repairs are needed,” said Schueller. “Further, the innovative
liquid agent’s dual cooling and suppression properties is superior for our
mining operations in the hot, arid temperatures of the region.”
Schueller does not see traditional fire suppression systems going away, but
instead thinks that mine operators will start taking a more comprehensive
approach to overall fire suppression: “Systems like the LVS will become a
cornerstone of a mine operation’s total fire solutions, but the other systems, if
integrated properly, are still extremely valuable to business continuity and
protection of life.”

excavators and rope shovels, are
susceptible to electrical fires in
equipment and cannot tolerate
conventional fire suppression
agents. Integrating inert agent,
non‑conductive fire suppression
systems into total fire protection
solutions for this type of equipment
reduces the likely potential for
downtime. These systems discharge
an agent made solely of gases already
found in air. After deployment, they
return to the atmosphere in their
natural state.
Clean agent and inert agent
systems can enhance firefighting
performance where electrical hazards
are present. These systems can be
used in conjunction with standard
dry chemical fire suppression for
mechanical hazards and are combined
with an effective detection and
actuation system. The opportunity for
early detection and suppression may
effectively reduce downtime.
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Portable extinguishers keep
spot hazards in check

Even the most sophisticated
automated fire protection systems
should be complemented by manual
firefighting equipment, which mine
operators can use as supplemental
fire protection. Cartridge-operated,
hand-portable fire extinguishers are
easy to manage and can be
recharged quickly in the event of
spot fires resulting from fuel leaks.
These high-performance
cartridge‑operated units come in
various sizes to accommodate any
type of mining vehicle and are built
to resist impact, corrosion and
vibration – all common occurrences
in a mining environment.
Wheeled extinguishers offer higher
capacity, yet mobile, protection in
specific hazard areas that are at
increased risk for large fires, such as
fuelling stations, flammable liquid
storage and maintenance areas.

Extinguishing agents can be
customised to combat a wide range of
fire types. Best‑in‑class wheeled
extinguishers are fully operable by
one person and offer a single,
quick-opening valve for immediate
actuation. Standard operating
temperature range is -40 to 120˚F
(-40 to 49˚C).

Traditional fire suppression
systems stand the test of
time

Fire suppression systems that utilise
a dry chemical agent can quickly
target and suppress mining-related
fires in specific hazard areas of a
mining vehicle or piece of machinery.
These systems are commonly used
to address Class A (common
combustibles, such as wood, paper
or cloth), Class B (flammable gases
or liquids), and Class C (live
electrical equipment) fires. Dry
chemical systems can be used for
standard mining applications both
at a mine’s surface and below
ground. Fire detection and actuation
systems triggered by a manual or
automated response mechanism
make them fully adaptable to any
mining situation, environment or
safety hazard.

Tomorrow’s roadmap

Making the decision to protect a
mining operation using a total fire
solutions philosophy can be the
difference between significant loss of
life and property, and minimal
downtime. While all elements of an
integrated fire suppression system are
important to protecting employees
and equipment, progressive
technology in liquid single agent fire
suppression systems is catalysing the
industry to new heights.
By implementing wet agent fire
suppression systems that have
targeted cooling and suppression
capabilities into overall fire protection
solutions that include reliable
detection and actuation systems,
clean agent systems, standard dry
chemical systems and portable
extinguishers, mine owners can pave
the way for safer, more productive
operations in the future.

